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Particle-level simulations of shocked plasmas are carried out to examine kinetic properties not
captured by hydrodynamic models. In particular, molecular dynamics simulations of 2D Yukawa
plasmas with variable couplings and screening lengths are used to examine shock features unique to
plasmas, including the presence of dispersive shock structures for weak shocks. A phase-space anal-
ysis reveals several kinetic properties, including anisotropic velocity distributions, non-Maxwellian
tails and the presence of fast particles ahead of the shock, even for moderately low Mach numbers.
We also examine the thermodynamics (Rankine-Hugoniot relations) of recent experiments (Phys.
Rev. Lett. 111, 015002 (2013)) and find no anomalies in their equations of state.

Many limitations of hydrodynamic models of shock
waves have been discovered using molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations of hard-sphere gases [1, 2] and soft-
potential molecular liquids [3–10]. Such a detailed un-
derstanding of shock waves is critical for a wide range
of applications, including measurements of equations of
state (EOS) [11, 12], medical therapies [13–15], traffic
flows [16], high explosives [17], granular flows [18], par-
ticle acceleration [19–21], and astrophysical phenomena
(supernovae [22], cosmic rays [23, 24], and solar wind
[25]). In some fusion-energy devices [26–29], shock waves
are used to compress a fuel to thermonuclear-burn con-
ditions but are subject to detrimental hydrodynamic and
kinetic instabilities. Recently, experiments employing
video capture of shocked micron-scale charged particles
[30] revealed shocks at the particle level [31–34] and, in-
triguingly, ideal-gas behavior in a very strongly coupled
system.

We report the results of MD simulations of shock waves
in 2D Yukawa systems, extending previous MD studies of
shocks to plasma physics. We examined the EOS and ki-
netic properties by varying the plasma parameters (cou-
pling and screening) and including Brownian dynamics
relevant to recent experiments. By directly comparing
the pre-shock and post-shock conditions, we validated the
applicability of the Rankine-Hugoniot (RH) relations to
2D Yukawa systems with and without a damping mech-
anism, and we find agreement between theory and sim-
ulation. The role of damping in the shock region is also
discussed; simulations revealed large deviations in shock
structure due to damping, with important implications
for dusty-plasma experiments. We varied the range of
the interaction by varying the screening parameter to
examine its impact on the Hugoniot EOS, and we find
the perhaps-counterintuitive result that stronger screen-
ing leads to larger deviations from ideal-gas behavior. We
also varied the interaction range and the shock strength
to identify a region in parameter space for which a dis-
persive shock-wave (DSW) structure appears. Through
visualizations of shocks in phase space, we examined a
number of kinetic phenomena, including anisotropic and

long-tail velocity distributions.
MD simulations were performed with identical parti-

cles of mass m interacting through the Yukawa potential

βU (r) = Γe−κr/r, (1)

where β = (kBT )
−1

, Γ is the coupling parameter, κ =
ai/λY is the screening parameter, the 2D-ion sphere ra-
dius is ai, the screening length is λY , T is the temper-
ature, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and r is expressed
in ai units. We refer to the pre-shock and post-shock
thermodynamic states with subscripts of 0 and 1, respec-
tively. Initial plasma states (Γ0, κ0) were equilibrated via
a Langevin thermostat, and they are characterized by
their density n0 ≡ V −1

0 , pressure p0, temperature T0 and

sound speed cs0 =
√

(1 + Γ0/κ0) /β0m [35]. A moving,
reflecting boundary condition modeled a piston moving
at constant speed vp in the z direction (piston Mach num-
ber Mp = vp/cs0). No data was recorded until a steady,
planar shock with speed vs had formed. Periodic bound-
ary conditions were applied along the transverse direction
(x axis). The parameters λY and vp were constant dur-
ing the simulation, and a timestep dt < 10−3ai0/vp was
found to acceptably suppress energy jumps caused by
hard collisions at the shock front. Local measurements
were made by dividing the simulation box into sub-cells
over which thermodynamic quantities, including density,
temperature and pressure, are computed [36]. A wide va-
riety of initial states were chosen by independently vary-
ing the parameters Γ0 and κ0. First, we fixed κ0 = 1,
for which thermodynamic properties have been studied
[37, 38] and the melting transition Γc = 187 is known,
and varied the coupling parameter Γ̃0 = Γ0/Γc from 10−3

to 5. To vary the range of the potential, we then fixed
the coupling parameter Γ0 = 1517 and varied the screen-
ing parameter κ0 ∈ {0.28, 0.5, 1, 2, 5}. This value of Γ0,
together with κ0 = 0.28, was chosen to correspond to the
experimental conditions in [30].

Motivated by recent experiments [30], we searched for
discrepancies with EOS relations for the 2D Yukawa sys-
tem. In particular, we computed the post-shock pres-
sure p1 from the RH relations [39], given the initial state
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{n0, p0}, the measured final density n1 and the parameter
vp. This prediction was compared with direct local mea-
surements of p1 from the MD results; a perfect agreement
was found. This confirmation is expected because the
RH relations are simply a statement of conservation laws
independent of interaction potentials and dimensional-
ity; this finding confirms the validity of the experimental
technique and of the non-equilibrium MD techniques, as
well.

Measurements of the thermodynamic variables n and p
yield the Hugoniots, which are parametrized by p1/p0 =

[1− C (V1/V0)] [(V1/V0)− C]
−1

, where C = ∆h/∆e is
the ratio of the jump in specific enthalpy h across the
shock to the jump in specific internal energy e across the
shock [39]. For a monoatomic ideal gas, C = γd, where
γd = 1+2/d is the adiabatic index in dimension d. Using
the virial expression of the excess pressure pex = 〈F ·
r〉/V d, where the brackets stand for a statistical ensemble
average, the following expression for C is obtained for the
Yukawa potential:

C = γd +
1

d

(
κ

∆〈rU〉
∆e

− ∆〈U〉
∆e

)
, (2)

where ∆〈...〉 = 〈...〉1−〈...〉0. Eqn. (2) cannot be evaluated
further without solving the ensemble averages using MD,
Monte Carlo or hypernetted-chain methods, but it shows
that the value γd is only obtained as a coincidental can-
cellation or when the potential-energy jump is negligible
compared to the kinetic-energy jump [40]. To confirm
this behavior, we performed two MD studies by fixing
either κ0 or Γ0, while varying the other parameter.

The results of 60 separate simulations with fixed κ0 = 1
are shown in Fig. 1a for 12 values of Γ = {1, 2, 5} ×
{10−3, 10−2, 10−1, 1} and 6 piston Mach numbers Mp =
0, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5. Results for varying piston speeds, in-
creasing from right to left, tend to form groups, as shown
by the dashed oval corresponding to Mp = 0.2. Although
all results for the different couplings are very close to
those for a 2D ideal gas, a small deviation is observed.
Pressure jumps tend to be greater as the initial state
is more strongly coupled. As expected for high Mach
numbers, the data points match the ideal-gas curve be-
cause the ratios of potential- to kinetic-energy jumps are
negligible. Fig. 1b shows Hugoniots for different screen-
ing parameters. The case κ0 = 0.28 corresponds to the
plasma state described in [30], although dust-neutral col-
lisions are not yet included at this stage; interestingly, the
Hugoniot for this particular state is the closest to the 2D
ideal-gas curve. As screening increases, the pressure is
shifted to higher values of C (γ3 < γ2), consistent with
Eqn. (2) as the screening length gets smaller. Hence,
the finding that dusty plasmas display ideal-gas behav-
ior through the Hugoniot curve [30] is not related to a
dynamical process involving damping from background
species or to any fundamental property of 2D Yukawa

FIG. 1. Pressure ratio p1/p0 versus inverse compression
V1/V0. (a) Fixed κ0 = 1, with 12 values of Γ0, and vary-
ing the shock strength (points in groups, as shown by dashed
oval). The solid curves are the theoretical predictions for ideal
gas behavior in 2D (blue) and 3D (green). This result shows
that dimensionality plays a larger role than very large varia-
tions in coupling. (b) Same as (a), except for fixed Γ0 = 1517.
Hugoniots strongly deviate from the 2D-ideal gas curve as the
screening is increased. Error bars, not shown, are smaller than
the size of the markers.

systems, but appears to be a coincidental choice of pa-
rameters; the actual deviation from the ideal-gas curve
can be very small compared with measurement errors.
This prediction can be examined in future experiments.

The basic Yukawa model may not apply to certain ex-
periments because of dissipative processes. In dusty plas-
mas, dust-neutral collisions cannot be neglected, in gen-
eral, and they may impact the interpretation of shocked
dusty plasmas. We examined the impact of such colli-
sions on the stationary shock dynamics by including a
drag force Fη = −ηmv [41]; essentially, the Langevin
thermostat is employed during the simulation, albeit with
different parameters known from experiments. For a drag
coefficient η/ωp0 = 0.05, where ωp0 is the plasma fre-
quency of the initial state, the stationary shock dynam-
ics shown in Fig. 2a and 2b are qualitatively different.
For low piston Mach numbers Mp, the formation of a
stationary shock is prevented by the drag force. For suf-
ficiently high Mp, a shock is formed for which the down-
stream density profile linearly increases with the distance
from the shock front, while the density jump remains the
same as in the absence of damping. This result suggests
that the RH relations, although derived from conserva-
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FIG. 2. (a,b) Effect of dust-neutral collisions on the shock
dynamics. Density profiles are shown in the reference frame
of the shock with (red) and without (black) damping for (Γ =
1517, κ = 0.28) and Mp = 0.5 (left panel (a)) and Mp = 1.5
(right panel (b)). Note the appearance of a strong DSW in the
absence of damping in the weak shock case. In panel (c) we
see how the wavelength of the first density oscillation varies
as a function of the piston Mach number for several plasma
states.

tion laws, remain locally valid across a shock front in
the presence of low damping. The density profiles shown
in Fig. 2 do not reflect those obtained in dusty plasma
experiments, which have so far generated blast waves
[30, 32]. In the supplemental material [45], we discuss
the difference between steady shocks and blast waves,
for which results of an appropriate model are shown.

The shock wave produced in the undamped plasma
shown in Fig. 2a displays a very pronounced DSW, a phe-
monena observed experimentally in collisionless plasmas
[42], and predicted in the very weak shock limit by means
of a small-parameter expansion of the non-linear dynam-
ics [43]. We quantify the influence of the plasma parame-
ters on the DSW by measuring the distance between the
two first peaks of the density oscillation with respect to
the Mach number in Fig. 2c. The error estimate is large
because of the finite size of the space discretization over
which the density is computed. As the Mach number
increases towards unity, the DSW exhibits shorter wave-
lengths and fewer oscillations, effectively vanishing for
Mp = 1 (no DSW is seen in Fig. 2b for Mp = 1.5). That
the density-oscillation length decreases as the screening
parameter increases reflects the dominant role played by
the particle collective modes induced by the long-range
force field (plasma behavior). We also performed a series
of simulations of 3D Yukawa systems (not shown) using
coupling and screening parameters equivalent to those
presented here and found very similar results.

While the RH relations connect the asymptotic ther-
modynamic states away from the shock front, they do

not contain any dynamical information about the shock
region itself. To study kinetic effects in this region, we
average the MD data at a given ζ-position (ζ = z − vst)
to compute the 1-particle distribution function f1 (ζ, vz)
in the reference frame of the shock. Fig. 3 shows the re-
sulting f1 (ζ, vz) distribution functions for a plasma state
(Γ = 1517, κ = 0.5) at three different piston Mach num-
bers Mp = 0.5 (3a), 0.8 (3b) and 1.0 (3c), corresponding
to shock Mach numbers Ms = 1.1, 1.5 and 1.8, respec-
tively. Through an analysis of the phase space distri-
bution function f1 we can assess the accuracy of hydro-
dynamic models, which are typically constructed from
perturbations around a local Maxwell velocity distribu-
tion (Chapman-Enskog expansion). Here, we define “ki-
netic” to refer to any deviation from a local, spherical
Maxwellian distribution [52].

To determine whether the DSW could be accurately
reproduced using a hydrodynamic model, we use the ki-
netic information provided by MD to compute the local
value of the work wz = 〈Fζvz〉, with the force Fζ acting
on particles at position ζ inside the plasma DSW. For the
case Mp = 0.5 shown in Fig. 3a, we found that the equal-
ity 〈Fζvz〉 = 〈Fζ〉〈vz〉 holds and that it should allow for
an accurate description of the DSW using a mean-field
model of the shock. As the Mach number increases, this
equality breaks down at the shock front; thus, small-scale
correlations and collisional processes cannot be neglected
in an analysis of the damping mechanism of the DSW.

Moments of f1 also reveal kinetic effects; for example,
a strong anisotropy is found to occur at the shock front,
as seen in Fig. 3e and f. Here, the second moment of
f1 along the propagation of the shock (σz, red curves)
and transverse to its propagation (σx, blue curves) are
shown to exhibit very different behaviors indicative of
anisotropic temperatures. At Mp = 0.5, these two ve-
locity components exhibit similar oscillations despite the
fact that the DSW modulates the density along only the z
direction. Here, collisional processes are faster than the
DSW dynamics and allow for efficient energy and mo-
mentum exchange between the two velocity components.
At higher Mach numbers, however, the two moments
exhibit a very different evolution: σx increases almost
monotonically through the shock front (a small peak is
visible near the peak density position); in contrast, σz in-
creases through the shock front and reaches a peak value
twice as high as its final equilibrium value at a position
not corresponding to peak density. Holian and coworkers
[44] have shown that, for a hard-sphere gas, a model be-
yond Navier-Stokes is necessary to provide an accurate
hydrodynamic description of this behavior, which occurs
in this plasma state (Γ0 = 1517, κ0 = 0.5) for a shock
Mach number as low as Ms = 1.5. Note, however, that
our results in Fig. 3b and c also show a fast-particle tail
near the shock, as indicated by the white arrows.

We can further quantify these kinetic effects by consid-
ering higher-order central moments 〈∆v4z〉 normalized by
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FIG. 3. Kinetic properties of plasmas in phase-space. The 1-particle distribution function f1 (ζ, vz) is seen in the reference
frame of the shock (velocities are shifted by +vs) for plasma parameters Γ0 = 1517 and κ0 = 0.5, at piston Mach numbers (a)
Mp = 0.5, (b) Mp = 0.8 and (c) Mp = 1. Figures (d), (e) and (f) show the corresponding density profiles (black curve - left
axis) and normalized second moment σz (red curve - right axis) and σx (blue curve - right axis) of velocity distributions. Right
arrows show the existence of a strong non-Maxwellian tail corresponding to velocities higher than the shock speed.
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FIG. 4. Deviation from the Maxwell velocity distribution.
Plots show the relative density profile (value increased by a
factor 103, black curve - left axis), the z-component of the
electric field 〈Ez〉 (blue curve - left axis) and the fourth central
moment (∆v = v − 〈v〉) of the local vz-velocity distribution
〈∆v4z〉 divided by its theoretical Maxwellian value 3〈∆v2z〉2
(red curve - right axis) for Mp = 0.5 (a), 0.8 (b), 1 (c) and 2
(d), for plasma parameters Γ = 1517 and κ = 0.5.

the theoretical Maxwellian value 3〈∆v2z〉2, where ∆v =
v − 〈v〉; these are shown in Fig. 4 for Mp = 0.5, 0.8, 1, 2.
This normalization is chosen to be unity in an equilib-
rium state. For the smallest Mach number, the ratio
〈∆v4z〉/3〈∆v2z〉2 shows a narrow peak of value 10 at the
position of the first density peak. For greater Mach num-
bers, the ratio reaches values greater than 102 ahead

of the shock front over a distance of several tens of
ion sphere radii ai0. This finding shows that the vis-
cous width of the shock front may not be the most rel-
evant measure for quantifying the extent of the shock,
but rather a “shock zone” that includes fast particles
streaming ahead of the shock (and preheating material
there). We surmise that these fast particles are created
by the strong electric field at the shock front (blue curve
in Fig. 4), which accelerates particles into the tail of
the vz-velocity distribution, likely generating a non-local
transport of particles.

In summary, extensive non-equilibrium MD simula-
tions of shocks in plasmas have been conducted. Distant
from the shock front, we find excellent agreement with
the RH relations, and we have obtained thermodynam-
ics properties from the simulations. We do not find any
anomalies with the EOS of shocked 2D Yukawa systems,
even when background damping is included in the simu-
lations. Rather, we find that recent experiments merely
probe a regime of parameter space for which the Hugo-
niot of a strongly coupled system is similar to its ideal
gas limit. Our results reveal non-Maxwellian behavior
near the shock in the form of both anisotropic velocity
distributions and the generation of fast particles moving
ahead of the shock. These observations have implications
for the modeling of shocks in terms of low-order hydrody-
namic descriptions (e.g., Euler or Navier-Stokes) and for
experiments in which preheating of unshocked material is
important. We also observe shock structures with disper-
sive properties, a plasma property not seen in previous
MD simulations of shocked hard-sphere or soft-potential
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liquids. In general, these results highlight how atomic-
scale MD simulations can be used to examine hydrody-
namic properties of plasmas, and further MD studies of
hydrodynamic phenomena, such as waves, instabilities,
and laser-matter interactions, are warranted.
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